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Studies showing that occipital cortex responds to auditory and tactile stimuli after early blindness are often interpreted as demonstrating that early blind subjects “see” auditory and tactile stimuli. However, it is not clear whether these occipital responses directly mediate the perception of auditory/tactile stimuli, or simply modulate or augment responses within other sensory areas. We used fMRI pattern classification to categorize the perceived direction of motion for both coherent and ambiguous auditory motion stimuli. In sighted individuals, perceived motion direction was accurately categorized based on neural responses within the planum temporale (PT) and right lateral occipital cortex (LOC). Within early blind individuals, auditory motion decisions for both stimuli were successfully categorized from responses within the human middle temporal complex (hMT+), but not the PT or right LOC. These findings suggest that early blind responses within hMT+ are associated with the perception of auditory motion, and that these responses in hMT+ may usurp some of the functions of nondeprived PT. Thus, our results provide further evidence that blind individuals do indeed “see” auditory motion.

Introduction

Numerous studies show that occipital cortex neurons respond to auditory and tactile stimuli after early blindness and these responses are functionally important (for review see L. B. Lewis & Fine, 2011). Based on these data it has been tempting to speculate that early blind subjects “see” auditory and tactile stimuli. However, to argue that blind subjects see auditory or tactile stimuli using the occipital cortex requires the further demonstration that responses within the occipital cortex mediate the perception of auditory stimuli, rather than simply modulating or augmenting responses within other auditory or tactile areas. We chose to examine this question using auditory motion, a stimulus of high ecological importance for blind individuals. Specifically, using fMRI pattern classification techniques, we tested whether the perceived direction of motion for both coherent and ambiguous auditory motion can be categorized based on neural responses within auditory areas and/or hMT+ in both normally sighted and early blind individuals.

A variety of specialized subregions have been associated with auditory motion processing in sighted individuals, including the posterior superior temporal sulcus (e.g., Griffiths et al., 1998), the inferior parietal lobule (e.g., Griffiths et al., 1997; Krumbholz et al., 2005), and the planum temporale (e.g., Baumgart, Gaschler-Markefski, Woldorff, Heinze, & Scheich, 1999; Bremmer et al., 2001; J. W. Lewis, Beauchamp, & DeYoe, 2000; Warren, Zielinski, Green, Rauschecker, & Griffiths, 2002). The only previous study to examine the ability to classify the direction of motion of an auditory stimulus based on multivariate blood oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) responses (and thereby specifically test for tuning for direction of motion) found that decoding was most reliable within the planum temporale and a region within right lateral occipital cortex (aLOC; Alink, Euler, Kriegeskorte, Singer, & Kohler, 2012).

A wide collection of evidence, including animal (Newsome, Wurtz, & Dürsteler, 1985), human lesion (Zeki et al., 1991), electrophysiological, microstimulation (Salzman, Britten, & Newsome, 1990; Salzman, 1991, 1993, 1999), psychophysical (Newsome, Wurtz, & Dürsteler, 1985), and fMRI and ERP (Salzman, 1993) studies, supports the notion that the auditory motion processing system is engaged in a relatively independent manner from the visual motion system and that this is a highly conserved finding across species. In addition, the results of this study are consistent with those of a more recent investigation (Newsome, Wurtz, & Dürsteler, 1985, 1991), which used auditory motion stimuli and found that the posterior superior temporal sulcus and the middle temporal area were among the most responsive areas to auditory motion.

found responses to auditory motion stimuli within hMT. hMT have included adjacent areas within their definition of group averaging to define hMT reporting supramodal responses used stereotaxic more fully in the Discussion, many of the papers and reviews that hMT may in fact be supramodal and respond to tactile and auditory as well as visual motion in sighted subjects (for review see Kupers, Pietrini, Ricciardi, & Ptito, 2011; Renier, De Volder, & Rauschecker, 2014). However, as described more fully in the Discussion, many of the papers reporting supramodal responses used stereotaxic group averaging to define hMT and may therefore have included adjacent areas within their definition of hMT+.

In early blind individuals a variety of studies have found responses to auditory motion stimuli within hMT+ (Bedny, Konkle, Pelphrey, Saxe, & Pascual-Leone, 2010; Poirier et al., 2006; Saenz, Lewis, Huth, Fine, & Koch, 2008), and multivariate pattern classification analysis has shown that activations within the hMT+ complex in early blind participants contain selective information about auditory motion (Strnad, Peelen, Bedny, & Caramazza, 2013; Wolbers, Zahorik, & Giudice, 2011). However, it has not yet been clearly established whether such responses directly mediate the perception of auditory motion stimuli, or simply modulate or augment responses within other sensory areas.

Using an ambiguous auditory motion stimulus allowed us to examine the relationship between neural signals and behavioral choice, independently of the effects of stimulus driven responses (Britten, Newsome, Shadlen, Celebrini, & Movshon, 1996). Our motivation for using ambiguous auditory motion is that it is possible for selective responses to a given feature to be distributed relatively broadly across the visual system, while the conscious experience of that feature may be primarily based on activity within specialized cortical areas (Kilian-Hüttén, Valente, Vroomen, & Formisano, 2011; Serences & Boynton, 2007). For example, with an analogous approach to that used here, it has been shown that for unambiguous stimuli the direction of visual motion can be classified based on BOLD responses across much of the visual cortex; however, the reported perceptual state of the observer for ambiguous visual motion stimuli can only be classified based on activity patterns in the human MT complex (Serences & Boynton, 2007). Examining neural responses for ambiguous stimuli therefore allows us to associate responses within the areas of interest with the perceptual state of the observer.

Materials and methods

Auditory classification stimuli

Auditory stimuli were delivered via MRI-compatible stereo headphones (S14, Sensimetrics, Malden, MA) and sound amplitude was adjusted to each participant’s comfort level. Auditory motion was simulated using stimuli that contained dynamic interaural time differences (ITD), interaural level differences (ILD), and Doppler shift. The stimuli consisted of eight spectrally and temporally overlapping bands of noise, each 1000 Hz wide, with center frequencies evenly spaced between 1500–3500 Hz. Subjects were presented with the sum of eight such bands (Figure 1A). Unambiguous stimuli (50% coherence) contained six bands moving to the right and two to the left (or vice versa). Ambiguous stimuli (0% coherence) had four bands moving to the left and four to the right, resulting in no net applied motion signal. For further details of the stimulus see Supplementary Materials, including Supplementary Figure S1.

Each trial lasted 18 s and contained 6 s of silence and 12 s of auditory stimulus presentation. The stimulus consisted of twelve 900-ms auditory motion bursts, each separated by a silent interval of 100 ms. In addition, two brief probe beeps occurred roughly 4 s and 10 s after sound onset. Participants listened to the auditory stimuli with their eyes closed and were asked to report the apparent direction of motion after each probe beep by pressing the corresponding right or left button with their index or middle finger. We alternated the hand of response between scans so that no specific association was developed between right/left buttons and index/middle fingers. For unambiguous motion, a trial was counted as correct and considered for subsequent analysis if the observer correctly identified the global direction of auditory motion, and the observer did not switch his or her answer during the trial. For ambiguous motion, a trial was considered for subsequent analysis if the observer did not switch his or her answer during that trial.

Auditory localizer stimuli

Auditory localizer stimuli included coherent motion (100% coherence, all bands moving in the same direction), ambiguous motion (0% coherence, four bands in each direction), static (sound bursts were presented in the center of the head), and silence. These four experimental conditions were repeated in a block design with a fixed order (coherent motion, ambiguous motion, static, and silence). Participants were asked to passively listen to the auditory stimuli with their eyes...
closed. Every participant (both early blind and sighted) performed six scans.

Note that our sighted subjects were not blindfolded during auditory scans. They were asked to have their eyes closed throughout the auditory scans in the dark scanner room. A previous study (L. B. Lewis, Saenz, & Fine, 2010) showed no difference in response in sighted participants between blindfolding and eyes-closed conditions across a variety of auditory tasks including auditory frequency, auditory motion, and auditory letter discrimination. It is unlikely that the difference between blindfolding and eyes closed was critical to the current study.

**Visual hMT+ localizer stimuli**

To localize hMT+ in sighted participants, we used a traditional hMT+ localizer stimulus consisting of a circular aperture (radius 8°) of moving dots with a central fixation cross surrounded by a gap (radius 1.5°, to minimize motion induced eye movements) in the dot field. Dots were white on a black background and each subtended 0.3° (dot density one per degree). All the dots moved coherently in one of eight directions (spaced evenly between 0° and 360°) with a speed of 8°/s. To prevent the tracking of individual dots, dots had limited life time (200 ms).

Each block lasted 10 s, during which one of the three visual stimulation conditions (motion, static, and fixation) was presented. In the motion block, dots moved coherently in one of the eight directions and the direction of motion changed once per second (the same direction was prevented from appearing twice in a row). In the static block, dots were presented without motion, and the positions of the dots were reset once per second. In the fixation condition, participants were presented with only a fixation cross but no dots. The three conditions were presented in a fixed order (motion, static, and fixation). Participants were asked to fixate throughout the scan and performed no task.

**Participants**

Participants included seven young sighted (three males; 27 ± 3.2 years old) and seven early blind (EB) adults (four males; 50 ± 12 years old) with low or no light perception. Demographic data and the causes of blindness are summarized in Table 1. Note that EB1 reported very poor vision even before 5 years old and has no visual memories. We included EB1 because her data is very typical of the other early blind adults.

All participants reported normal hearing and no history of psychiatric illness. Written and informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to the
experiment, following procedures approved by the University of Washington.

MRI scanning

Scanning was performed with a 3T Philips system (Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) at the University of Washington Diagnostic Imaging Sciences Center (DISC). Three-dimensional (3-D) anatomical images were acquired at $1 \times 1 \times 1$-mm resolution using a T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence. BOLD functional scans were acquired with following common parameters: $2.75 \times 2.75 \times 3$-mm voxels; flip angle $= 76^\circ$; field of view $= 220 \times 220$.

For the auditory motion localizer experiment, we used a sparse block design (repetition time (TR) 10 s, echo time (TE) 16.5 ms): Each 10-s block consisted of a 8-s stimulus presentation interval containing eight sound bursts (during which there was no scanner noise) followed by a 2-s acquisition period in which 32 transverse slices were acquired. Each scan lasted approximately 5 min, and included thirty-two 8-s auditory stimulus presentation intervals followed by 32 fMRI data acquisitions.

Based on pilot data, we used a continuous (rather than sparse) imaging paradigm (Hall et al., 1999) for the auditory motion classification experiment: A repetition time of 2 s was used to acquire 30 transverse slices (TE 20 ms). Every participant (both early blind and sighted) performed six scans. Each scan lasted approximately 7 min, and included thirty 10-s blocks.

Region of interest selection

Regions of interest (ROIs) were defined functionally within anatomical constraints. Because the number of voxels entered into the analysis can potentially influence peak classification accuracy, for every ROI described below we restricted the maximum cluster spread for each subject to 7 mm across all three dimensions (i.e., x, y, and z). We chose this max cluster spread range because the resulting voxel number was close to the lowest common number of voxels available across all functionally defined ROIs (all $p_{s} < 0.05$, uncorrected). This resulted in an average of 25 contiguous gray matter voxels per ROI (in functional voxel resolution). Wilcoxon rank sum tests did not find significant differences in the number of gray matter voxels across subject groups for any of the ROIs after Bonferroni-Holm correction.

hMT$^+$/V5 was defined functionally using a separate visual (sighted subjects) or auditory (blind subjects) motion localizer. For sighted subjects we selected voxels near the posterior part of the inferior temporal sulcus that were significantly activated more by moving dots versus static dots. Following Bedny et al. (2010) and Saenz et al. (2008), for blind subjects we selected voxels in the same location that were significantly activated more by the 100% coherent auditory motion versus silence in the auditory motion localizer. We used auditory motion versus silence because responses to auditory motion versus static did not reliably localize hMT$^+$ in two individual early blind subjects (EB6 and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Blindness onset</th>
<th>Cause of blindness</th>
<th>Light perception</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EB1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Right eye ruptured 2 months, detached retina 5 years</td>
<td>Detached retina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>Born blind</td>
<td>Retinopathy of prematurity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.5 years</td>
<td>Optic nerve virus infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Born blind</td>
<td>Congenital glaucoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB5</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Born blind</td>
<td>Retinopathy of prematurity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB6</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Born blind</td>
<td>Congenital glaucoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB7</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Born blind</td>
<td>Leber’s congenital amaurosis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Blind participants’ characteristics.
To verify the location of hMT+, participants’ anatomical images (AC-PC aligned; AC = anterior commissure, PC = posterior commissure) were affine-registered to MNI152 space (MNI = Montreal Neurological Institute) using linear image registration tool (FLIRT, FSL; Jenkinson & Smith, 2001), and the resulting transforms were then applied to functionally registered images. These functional hMT+ ROIs were then cross-referenced to the Jülich probabilistic atlas (Eickhoff et al., 2007; Malikovic et al., 2007; Wilms et al., 2005).

To ensure that our results were not influenced by differences in ROI selection across subject groups, we also analyzed our pattern classification data using a group hMT+ ROIs created by finding the voxels significant for 100% coherent auditory motion versus static at group level. Using voxel selection criteria similar to Strnad et al. (2013), for each subject we found the spherical cluster (radius 2 mm, 33 contiguous voxels) that had the highest average t value for the contrast 100% coherent auditory motion > static condition (see Supplementary Materials).

PAC was identified using a combination of anatomical and functional criteria. Each subject’s Heschl’s gyrus was defined as the most anterior transverse gyrus on the supratemporal plane, following a variety of previous studies (Morosan et al., 2001; Penhune, Zatorre, MacDonald, & Evans, 1996; Rademacher, Caviness, Steinmetz, & Galaburda, 1993; see Saenz & Langers, 2014, for a review). We defined PAC as the contiguous cluster of voxels in Heschl’s gyrus showing the most significant activation to 100% coherent motion versus silence using the auditory localizer stimulus.

Planum temporale (PT) was defined as the voxels in the triangular region lying caudal to the Heschl’s gyrus on the supratemporal plane that showed the most significant activation for 100% coherent motion versus silence. There was no overlap between hMT+ and PT in any individual subject or using on group definitions of hMT+ and PT.

To check results were not dependent on our particular choice of PT localizer, we reanalyzed our data using a PT defined in individuals based on contrast (both-motion [coherent and ambiguous] vs. static). A similar approach has been used previously by Warren et al. (2002), who defined PT based on a similar contrast (all motion vs. stationary, see Supplementary Materials).

We noticed that at group level, the activation of right PT extended posteriorly into the temporoparietal junction. However, we did not find any significant activation for 100% coherent motion versus silence in the parietal regions, even at a liberal statistical threshold ($p < 0.05$, uncorrected). We were not able to define any parietal ROIs at an individual level. Note we designed our experiment with a focus on hMT+ and PT, so our 32 transverse slices did not extend over the full parietal region, and as a consequence did not include some of the parietal regions that have previously been reported to show responses selective for auditory motion (Griffiths et al., 1998).

Right LOC was defined based on Talairach coordinates (35, −67, −8) as reported by Alink et al. (2012). These coordinates were then converted into each individual’s AC-PC space via an inverse Talairach transformation (BVQX Toolbox). This ROI has been previously confirmed by Alink et al. (2012) to be nonoverlapping with the location typically reported for object-selective LOC (Larsson & Heeger, 2006; Malach et al., 1995) as well as the location typically reported for hMT+ (Dumoulin et al., 2000).

We confirmed that right LOC did not substantially overlap with hMT+ in three ways: (a) right LOC and hMT+ ROIs did not overlap in any sighted individuals; (b) in sighted individuals, while the LOC ROI did show significant responses to visual moving dots ($p < 0.05$, Wilcoxon signed rank tests) and marginally significant responses to static dots ($p = 0.0781$, Wilcoxon signed rank tests), there was not a differential response to the two types of stimuli, as would be the case if right LOC was motion selective (Wilcoxon rank sum tests, see Supplementary Figure S2 in Supplementary Materials); and (c) we calculated the percentage overlap between the right LOC ROI and the mean Talairach coordinates of the individually defined hMT+ ROI ± 2 SD (see Table 2). There was no overlap for early blind subjects, and there was a 4% overlap for sighted subjects. There was no overlap between right LOC and an alternative definition of hMT+ (see below) for either blind or sighted subjects. These three measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Talairach coordinates of individually defined ROIs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sighted control</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right hMT+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left hMT+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right PAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left PAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Early blind</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right hMT+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left hMT+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right PAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left PAC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
confirmed that our right LOC ROI was unlikely to be a subdivision of hMT+.

Data analysis

Data were analyzed using Brain Voyager QX (Version 2.3, Brain Innovation, Maastricht, the Netherlands) and MATLAB (Mathworks, MA). Prior to statistical analysis, functional data underwent preprocessing steps that included 3-D motion correction, linear trend removal, and high pass filtering. Slice scan time correction was performed for functional data acquired with continuous sequences but not for functional data acquired using sparse sequences. For each individual participant, anatomical and functional data were transformed first into his or her own AC-PC space (rotating the cerebrum into the anterior commissure–posterior commissure plane) for ROI-based classification.

ROI classification

Classification was performed within ROIs defined in subjects’ own AC-PC space. Raw time series were extracted from all voxels within each ROI (e.g., right PAC) or each spherical searchlight during a period extending from 4 to 12 s (four volumes) after the onset of the auditory stimulus in the auditory motion classification experiment. For each voxel, raw time series from each trial were averaged across the four volumes, and then normalized by the mean BOLD response of all included trials from the same scan. We then carried out a hold-one-out jack-knife procedure where normalized temporal epochs from both unambiguous- and ambiguous-motion trials from all but one scan were extracted to form a training dataset for the classification analysis. Normalized temporal epochs from both unambiguous and ambiguous-motion trials from the remaining scans were defined as the test set. This was repeated across the six scans for each participant, with each scan serving as the test set once.

Following O’Toole, Jiang, Abdi, and Haxby (2005), we classified each test pattern (right vs. left) using linear discriminant classifiers after carrying out principal component analysis (LDA + PCA). Principal components analysis was performed on the training set data and the coordinates of individual training pattern projections on these principal components (PCs) were used as input to the linear discriminant analyses. The usefulness of individual PCs in discriminating training patterns from different auditory motion direction was assessed using the signal detection measure $d'$. A $d'$ threshold of 0.25 was used to select PCs to be combined into an optimal low-dimensional subspace classifier for classifying test data set. This threshold ensured that across all participants the optimal classifier included approximately 5–10 individual PCs.

For each of the four functionally and/or anatomically defined ROIs, the classification procedure was applied to unambiguous- and ambiguous-motion test patterns separately, and the reported classification accuracy was averaged across the six scans for each participant and then averaged separately across sighted and early blind participants. To measure our ability to classify the reported direction of motion based on the pattern of responses within each ROI, a subject-level $t$ test was performed for each group to test whether classification accuracy from this ROI was consistently higher than chance level (50%) across seven participants.

Spherical-searchlight classification

In addition to our ROI analysis, we also examined classification performance using a hypothesis-free spherical-searchlight approach (Kriegeskorte, Goebel, & Bandettini, 2006). To do this, the functional data were transformed into Talairach space (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988). Spherical searchlights were centered on each single voxel in Talairach space and were sized to contain the 33 surrounding voxels (2-mm radius). For each searchlight, reported classification accuracy was averaged across the six scans and was stored in Talairach space with each searchlight projecting its average accuracy to the position of its center voxel. This analysis resulted in a total of 14 (seven early blind and seven sighted) individual classification accuracy maps aligned in Talairach space.

Following (Alink et al., 2012), individual classification accuracy maps were spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (3-mm full width at half maximum [FWHM]). A subject-level $t$ test was performed for each group to test which regions of Talairach space showed classification accuracy consistently higher than chance level (50%) across the seven participants of each group. A $t$ threshold of 5.96 was used in conjunction with a cluster threshold of four (i.e., at least four adjacent voxels needed to exceed the $t$ threshold), corresponding to $p < 0.001$ (corrected for multiple comparisons, see Figure S2 for thresholded clusters).

We chose to use a relatively simple classification procedure: PCA + LDA. Because our goal was to compare classification accuracy between blind and sighted individuals, an attractive feature of the PCA + LDC method is that the only model parameter under the control of the experimenter is the $d'$ threshold used to select PCs (see O’Toole et al., 2007, for a review). The overall classification accuracy of auditory motion that we achieved using PCA + LDA is comparable to the accuracy achieved in previous studies using similar
stimuli and more powerful classification approaches such as linear support vector machines (Alink et al., 2012; Strnad et al., 2013).

Results

Behavioral performance

Blind subjects were better at the task: In the auditory classification experiment, a Wilcoxon rank sum test showed that early blind subjects had significantly superior behavioral performance on identifying the apparent direction of unambiguous motion (i.e., 50% coherence) trials ($Z = -3.721$, $p < 0.001$, two-tailed, Figure 1B).

Localization of hMT+

hMT+ was functionally defined individually for sighted and early blind subjects (see Table 2 for mean Talairach coordinates and their standard deviations). There is a potential concern that the difficulty inherent in defining hMT+ within early blind subjects might result in a systematic bias or inaccuracy of definition in early blind subjects. This was examined in three ways:

(a) We cross-registered each individual hMT+ ROI to an MNI152 coordinate system. Using resampling statistics, we confirmed that the Euclidian distance between the blind and sighted centroid hMT+ locations was not significantly larger than would be expected by chance ($p > 0.05$ for both left and right hemispheres, conservatively uncorrected for multiple comparisons), showing that there was no systematic offset between the estimated location of hMT+ in blind and sighted subjects.

(b) We compared each individual’s hMT+ ROI with the Jülich probabilistic atlas for hMT+/V5 (Eickhoff et al., 2007; Malikovic et al., 2007; Wilms et al., 2005). This atlas provides the probability value of any voxel belonging to hMT+. We extracted the histograms of the probability values of belonging to the atlas for each subject’s functionally defined hMT+ ROI and found no statistical difference in these probability distributions across blind and sighted subjects (left hemisphere: $p = 0.3739$; right hemisphere $p = 0.9099$, two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, $N = 105$).

(c) Finally, we redid most of our analyses using an alternative definition of hMT+ (as described in Methods) and obtained similar results. These results are described in Supplementary Materials, Supplementary Figures S4 and S5.

Thus we do not believe systematic biases in hMT+ ROI selection can explain the differences we find between blind and sighted subjects.

Beta weights within ROIs

Figure 2 shows our ROIs in the right hemisphere in a representative early blind (top row) and sighted (bottom row) subject: visual motion area hMT+ (red), PAC (green), PT (blue), and LOC (cyan).
Figure 3 shows beta weight responses to 100% coherent auditory motion versus silence in the localizer experiment. Because our goal was simply to identify ROIs for further analysis, we did not correct for multiple comparisons. A Wilcoxon signed rank test found that early blind subjects showed significant BOLD responses to auditory motion in hMT+ ($p < 0.05$, both hemispheres), whereas sighted subjects did not show a significant BOLD response ($p > 0.21$ and $p > 0.37$ for right and left hemisphere, respectively). Both early blind and sighted subjects showed significant BOLD responses to auditory motion versus silence within PAC ($p < 0.05$, both hemispheres) and PT ($p < 0.05$, both hemispheres). Sighted subjects showed a small but significant suppression of response in right LOC ($p < 0.05$), whereas in early blind subjects the response was significantly positive ($p < 0.05$).

We carried out separate nonparametric ANOVAs (Wobbrock, Findlater, Gergle, & Higgins, 2011) on beta weights for each area, testing subject group (blind vs. sighted) and hemisphere (LH vs. RH, for bilateral ROIs only). In area hMT+ there was a significant main effect of group, Blind versus Sighted: $F(1, 24) = 66.45, p < 0.001$, but no effect of hemisphere (LH vs. RH, $p > 0.98$) or significant interaction between group and hemisphere ($p > 0.56$). In area PAC and PT there were no significant main effects or interactions (all $p > 0.12$). In the right LOC there was a significant effect of group, $F(1, 12) = 15.3, p < 0.01$.

Group comparisons on beta weights were carried out separately for each ROI, using Wilcoxon rank sum tests. In the case of hMT+, one-tailed tests uncorrected for multiple comparisons were used because our initial experimental prediction was that we would find higher activation bilaterally to auditory motion within hMT+ in early blind individuals. In other bilateral ROIs we used two-tailed tests, with Bonferroni-Holm correction for the number of hemispheres (Holm, 1979). Early blind subjects showed significantly higher beta weights than sighted subjects within both left and right hMT+ ($p < 0.001$ for both hemispheres). Early blind subjects also showed significantly higher beta weights than sighted subjects within right LOC ($p < 0.01$). There was no difference in activation across subject groups in PT or PAC (all $p > 0.14$).

For results using hMT+ and PT ROIs defined using alternative methods, see Supplementary Materials.

### Classification performance within ROIs

We began by examining which ROIs showed classification performance significantly better than chance. Because our goal was to identify ROIs for further analysis, we did not correct for multiple comparisons. Figure 4 shows classification performance for both unambiguous and ambiguous motion. In early blind subjects, a one-tailed Wilcoxon sign rank test found that classification performance within hMT+ was significantly above chance for unambiguous motion (50% coherent) in both hemispheres ($p < 0.05$, uncorrected for multiple comparisons). Similarly, classification performance for ambiguous motion was above chance within left hMT+ ($p < 0.05$) but not within right hMT+ ($p > 0.10$). Within early blind subjects the apparent direction of auditory motion could not be decoded within either PT (all $p > 0.68$) or the right LOC ROI ($p > 0.10$).

In contrast, within sighted subjects, the apparent direction of motion could not be classified within hMT+ for either unambiguous or ambiguous motion, in either hemisphere. Within the PT ROI classification, performance for both ambiguous and unambiguous motion was above chance in the right hemisphere ($p < 0.01$, both types of motion) but not the left (both $p > 0.10$). Within the right LOC ROI classification, performance was above chance for unambiguous ($p < 0.05$) but not ambiguous motion ($p > 0.10$).
Direction of motion could not be successfully classified within PAC in either hemisphere for either subject group. Note that our failure to classify auditory motion direction in PAC is consistent with previous findings that PAC is not specifically involved in the perception of sound movement (Griffiths et al., 1998; Warren et al., 2002). The PAC ROI was therefore excluded from further statistics and is not shown in Figure 4.

We then carried out post hoc nonparametric ANOVAs on classification performance, testing subject group (blind vs. sighted) × motion coherence level (50% vs. 0%) × hemisphere (LH vs. RH, for bilateral ROIs only) for each ROI separately. In our hMT+ ROI there was a significant main effect of subject group, \( F(1, 48) = 19.68, p < 0.0001 \), with no other significant main effects or interactions (all \( p_s > 0.23 \)). In our PT ROI there was once again a significant main effect of subject group, \( F(1, 48) = 8.09, p < 0.01 \), and a significant interaction between subject group and hemisphere, \( F(1, 48) = 6.91, p < 0.02 \), reflecting the right hemisphere lateralization of PT classification in sighted participants. In our right LOC ROI there was no significant effect of group (\( p > 0.35 \)) or motion coherence level (\( p > 0.16 \)), and no interaction between them (\( p > 0.63 \)).

Group comparisons were carried out on classification performance separately for each ROI, using Wilcoxon rank sum tests. In the case of hMT+ one-tailed tests uncorrected for multiple comparisons were used, because our experimental prediction was that we would find better classification for blind subjects bilaterally in hMT+. In early blind subjects classification for unambiguous motion was significantly better than in sighted subjects in the right hemisphere (\( p < 0.05 \)), and was not significantly better than in sighted subjects in the left hemisphere (\( p > 0.10 \)). For ambiguous motion, early blind subjects’ classification performance was significantly better than in sighted subjects in the left hemisphere (\( p < 0.05 \)) and was marginally significant in the right hemisphere (\( p = 0.0641 \)). Further research is needed to confirm whether there is possible dissociation between left and right hMT+ in early blind versus sighted participants as a function of the motion coherence.

In the case of the PT ROI, two-tailed tests corrected for multiple comparisons were used. Sighted subjects showed significantly better classification that blind subjects for both unambiguous motion and ambiguous motion in the right (\( p < 0.05 \), both motion coherence levels) but not the left hemisphere (\( p > 0.60 \)). There was no significant difference in classification performance between sighted subjects and early blind subjects within right LOC (\( p > 0.76 \), both motion coherence levels).

For results using hMT+ and PT ROIs defined using alternative methods, see Supplementary Materials.

**Classification performance using a spherical searchlight**

Our spherical-searchlight analysis revealed additional cortical regions that contained directional...
information for auditory motion ($p < 0.001$, corrected for multiple comparisons, see Supplementary Figure S3 in Supplementary Materials). In sighted subjects, we identified one region located in the right superior temporal gyrus (Talairach coordinates: $x = 43, y = -50, z = 13$) that contained directional information for unambiguous motion (mean classification performance 53%, $SEM = 0.004$). An additional region in the right middle occipital gyrus was selective for ambiguous motion in sighted subjects (Talairach coordinates: $x = 34, y = -78, z = 12$, mean classification performance 53%, $SEM = 0.004$). Note that this region is lateral and superior to the region of the right middle occipital gyrus (BA19; $x = 51, y = -64, z = -5$) that has previously been shown to show a preference for sound localization in early blind subjects (Renier et al., 2010).

In early blind subjects, two areas were identified as successfully classifying ambiguous motion, including one in the left fusiform gyrus (Talairach coordinates: $x = -42, y = -54, z = -12$, mean classification performance 52%, $SEM = 0.007$) and one in the right parahippocampal gyrus (Talairach coordinates: $x = 28, y = -28, z = -21$, mean classification performance 52%, $SEM = 0.002$).

**Effects of age**

There was a substantial difference in mean age between our early blind and control subjects (50 vs. 27 years), and it is well established that performance for many types auditory processing deteriorates as a function of age (for review see Tun, Williams, Small, & Hafer, 2012). Thus, it is possible that our behavioral results underestimate the behavioral superiority of early blind individuals.

Our fMRI results cannot easily be explained by age differences between subject groups. We saw no significant correlation between age and performance for either BOLD or pattern classification performance that passed Bonferroni-Holm correction for either subject group. In particular (a) we saw no indication of a negative correlation between pattern classification performance and age in either LOC or PT. Indeed correlations were nonsignificantly positive across both areas and subject groups. Thus, our failure to classify direction of motion in these areas within blind subjects is unlikely to be due to their being older. (b) The only correlations that were significant before Bonferroni-Holm correction were a negative correlation between BOLD responses and age in hMT+ in sighted individuals ($r = -0.61, p = 0.02$) and a positive correlation between BOLD responses and age in hMT+ in blind individuals ($r = 0.64, p = 0.01$). Thus, our results in hMT+ are unlikely to be due to performance in this area improving with age. Nevertheless we acknowledge that there was substantial age difference between groups.

**Discussion**

**Superior motion processing in early blind individuals**

There is a wide range of previous studies suggesting (though not uniformly, Fisher, 1964; L. A. Renier et al., 2010) improved spatial localization for static auditory stimuli in blind subjects (Juurmaa & Suonio, 1975; Muchnik, Efrati, Nemeth, Malin, & Hildsheimer, 1991; Rice, Feinstein, & Schusterman, 1965; Roder et al., 1999), also see Rauschecker (1995) for a review of the animal literature. There is also evidence that blind subjects have lower minimum audible movement angles using a single moving sound source (Lewald, 2013). Here we show that blind subjects showed significantly better behavioral performance than sighted subjects at determining the direction of auditory motion using a relatively naturalistic stimulus consisting of a number of sound sources that included ILD, ITD, and Doppler cues. Our stimulus was designed to be analogous to the visual global motion stimuli varying in coherence that have classically been used to evoke responses in MT and MST (Britten, Shadlen, Newsome, & Movshon, 1992). These stimuli are designed to minimize the ability of subjects to track the local movement over time of individual dots or sound sources (as can be done when a single sound source or visual dot is used as a stimulus), and thereby maximize reliance on global motion mechanisms.

**hMT+ and PT**

Using fMRI pattern classification, in sighted individuals the perceived direction of motion for both coherent and ambiguous auditory motion stimuli was accurately categorized based on neural responses within right PT. Sighted subjects did not show significant modulation of the BOLD response to auditory motion within hMT+, and direction of auditory motion could not be classified from responses in that region.

Within early blind individuals hMT+ responded to auditory motion, and auditory motion decisions could be successfully categorized. Surprisingly, in blind subjects the ability to classify direction of auditory motion within PT was significantly worse than for sighted subjects.

Thus, our results are suggestive of a double dissociation whereby in early blind subjects classifica-
tion for auditory motion direction is enhanced within visual area hMT+ and reduced within PT compared to sighted subjects.

**Right LOC**

In sighted subjects LOC showed robustly positive responses to both moving and static visual dots with no significant difference in response between them (Supplementary Figure S2), weak or no motion selectivity. Right LOC showed a small but significant suppression of response to the auditory motion stimulus (Figure 3). However, despite a lack of positive response to auditory motion, the direction of motion could be decoded from responses in right LOC. This finding is generally consistent with Alink et al. (2012), who found successful multivariate classification of direction of auditory motion in right LOC, without any significant overall (univariate) modulation of response.

In contrast, within early blind subjects we see larger responses to auditory motion than to silence, but the direction of motion could not be decoded from those responses. It should be noted that our finding of a group difference in classification is still somewhat provisional: An ANOVA did reveal a significant effect of group within right LOC, whereby sighted subjects showed better classification than blind subjects. However, individual posthoc tests did not show a significant difference across groups.

The effects of blindness on right LOC is difficult to interpret without a better understanding of the role of this region in sighted subjects. This ROI is nonoverlapping with the object-selective LOC (Larsson & Heeger, 2006; Malach et al., 1995) and regions associated with 3-D processing (Amedi, Jacobson, Hendler, Malach, & Zohary, 2002; Brouwer, van Ee, & Schwarzbach, 2005; Georgieva, Peeters, Kolster, Todd, & Orban, 2009; Orban, Sunaert, Todd, Van Hecke, & Marchal, 1999). Moreover, currently it is unclear to what extent this particular region of LOC is supramodal in sighted subjects, and whether it supports classification of visual as well as auditory motion direction.

**Lack of successful classification in PAC**

Although neurons sensitive to cues for auditory motion have been found within PAC in both cats and monkeys (Ahissar, Ahissar, Bergman, & Vaadia, 1992; Stumpf, Toronchuk, & Cynader, 1992; Toronchuk, Stumpf, & Cynader, 1992), a wide variety of previous groups have shown that PAC does not differentiate in the magnitude of the BOLD response between moving and stationary stimuli (for review see Warren et al., 2002). There are a number of ways in which neurons selective for auditory motion might exist within PAC without eliciting robust univariate BOLD responses for moving vs. stationary stimuli: For example, tuning preferences might be distributed relatively evenly across moving and stationary stimuli, excitatory and inhibitory responses might be fairly evenly balanced, or tuning might be extremely broad. All of these would be likely to minimize an overall difference in BOLD response to moving versus stationary stimuli within PAC.

We could not classify the direction of motion of our auditory motion stimulus within PAC. However, our results should not be taken as evidence against sensitivity to local auditory motion cues in PAC, given that we used a complex stimulus that minimized the ability to track local sound sources. Our findings do provided limited evidence for either a lack of global motion selectivity in PAC or a difference in its spatial organization and/or hemodynamic connectivity (Anderson & Oates, 2010) compared to neighboring PT, where classification was successful in sighted subjects.

**Is hMT+ supramodal in sighted individuals?**

In the data shown here, in sighted subjects we saw no significant modulation of the BOLD response to auditory motion within each subject’s hMT+ (if anything, there was a slight suppression of hMT+ responses when subjects listened to auditory motion), and direction of auditory motion could not be classified. As far as the previous literature on auditory motion is concerned, two studies have reported auditory responses within hMT+ within normally sighted subjects. Poirier et al. (2005) reported larger BOLD responses to auditory motion (vs. static) stimuli in blindfolded sighted subjects using a definition of hMT+ based on group averaging in stereotaxic coordinates. This group also reported the position of clusters that showed significant activation to moving versus static auditory stimuli. While these clusters were reported as being in the expected anatomical location of hMT+, only two of the eight reported coordinates of individual clusters fall within 2 SDs of the expected location of hMT+ across individuals as reported by Dumoulin et al. (2000; also see Watson et al., 1993). Using multivoxel pattern analysis, Strnad et al. (2013) recently showed that while the overall BOLD response to auditory motion was negative (in contrast to Poirier et al., 2005, but similar to L. Lewis, Saenz, & Fine, 2007), a region defined as hMT+ did contain classification information about different auditory motion conditions in sighted individuals. However, in this paper hMT+ was defined as all voxels within a relatively generous 10 mm radius from MNI group
peak coordinates. The size of the ROIs was then reduced by a feature-selection criterion, including only the 50 (out of ~1,000 voxels in the ROI) based on the highest t values from the contrast task > rest. Thus this analysis is likely to be highly susceptible to the inclusion of voxels from neighboring areas.

In contrast, a variety of studies that have not relied on stereotaxic alignment to define hMT+ have failed to find evidence of auditory motion responses in hMT+. Indeed, the issue of to what extent auditory responses within hMT+ are an artifact of alignment was specifically examined by Saenz et al. (2008), who found that group averaged methods (surface space alignment rather than stereotaxic alignment) resulted in the appearance of auditory responses within hMT+ in sighted subjects. However, inspection of that same data using individual hMT+ ROIs (based on individual visual functional localizers) demonstrated that the vast majority of individually defined hMT+ ROIs did not respond to auditory motion, and that these responses were in fact primarily located in a neighboring region. Thus, in that study the finding of BOLD responses to auditory motion within a group average hMT+ was largely attributable to intersubject averaging. This finding was replicated in a very similar study on the same subjects by L. B. Lewis et al. (2010).

Similarly, Alink et al. (2012), who defined ROIs based on individual anatomies, found no response to auditory motion and could not classify the direction of auditory motion within hMT+. Like us, they did find auditory motion responses within neighboring LOC. Bedny et al. (2010), who projected a conservatively defined group defined ROI onto individual anatomies, similarly did not see auditory motion responses in hMT+ in sighted or late blind subjects. J. W. Lewis et al. (2000), who aligned data on the cortical surface in a study specifically designed to examine overlap between visual and auditory motion processing, found negative BOLD responses in occipital cortex including subregions of hMT+, but did see positive BOLD responses to the auditory motion stimulus in neighboring superior temporal sulcus (STS).

Like others (J. W. Lewis et al., 2000; Strnad et al., 2013), we see some indication of suppressive modulation of hMT+ when subjects perform an auditory motion task. It remains to be seen whether this modulation is due to cross-modal attention (Ciaramitaro, Buracas, & Boynton, 2007), and whether it is selective for motion.

The failure to find auditory responses in hMT+ in sighted individuals is somewhat surprising given the substantial literature reporting tactile responses (e.g., Hagen et al., 2002; Matteau, Kupers, Ricciardi, Pietrini, & Pito, 2010; Proulx, Brown, Pasqualotto, & Meijer, 2014; Ricciardi et al., 2007) selective for the direction of tactile motion (van Kemenade et al., 2014) in hMT+ within sighted subjects, as well as disruption of tactile processing with inhibition induced by repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) over the expected site of hMT+ (Ricciardi et al., 2011).

One possibility is that the tasks and stimuli used to look for auditory responses in hMT+ have not been ideal for eliciting such responses. Failures to find auditory responses in hMT+ are necessarily negative evidence. Moreover, although the studies that have failed to find auditory responses in hMT+ were carried out in four different laboratories, all used relatively similar auditory stimuli and tasks (similar to ours or less complex). It is possible that more complex naturalistic auditory motion stimuli (or some other variation of task design) would be successful in eliciting auditory motion responses in hMT+. A second possibility is that hMT+ is less multisensory than the prevailing literature suggests. Although, as cited above, tactile responses have been reported in hMT+ across a wide range of studies; many of these studies localized hMT+ using stereotaxic coordinates, which may have resulted in the contribution of tactile motion responses from neighboring polysensory areas (Beauchamp, Yasar, Kishan, & Ro, 2007). Results from studies that used individual visual localizers to localize hMT+ suggest that tactile responses may be primarily limited to a subregion of MST (Beauchamp et al., 2007; Ricciardi et al., 2007; van Kemenade et al., 2014). Moreover, since none of these studies controlled for visual attention, the contribution of visualized or implied motion (e.g., hMT+ responds to static pictures of moving objects Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2000) to tactile responses in hMT+ is not yet fully understood. Finally, it is possible that hMT+ is multimodal for tactile but not auditory stimuli.

Although our findings clearly show a difference between blind and sighted individuals, how one interprets our data is influenced by whether or not hMT+ is eventually shown to have auditory responses in sighted individuals. If auditory motion responses within hMT+ are shown to exist in adult sighted subjects, then the responses we see in blind individuals likely provide an example of cross-modal plasticity in blind subjects mediated by an enhancement or unmasking of responses within a naturally multisensory area (see Kupers & Pito, 2014, for a recent review; Pascual-Leone, Amedi, Fregni, & Merabet, 2005; also Pascual-Leone & Hamilton, 2001). However, if hMT+ proves not to respond to auditory motion in adult sighted subjects, our data provides evidence that cross-modal plasticity can involve a categorical change of adult input modality (Hunt et al., 2005; Kahn & Krubitzer, 2002; Karlen, Kahn, & Krubitzer, 2006) possibly as a result of a failure of normal pruning in development (for reviews see Huberman, Feller, &
In blind individuals auditory hMT+ responses are associated with the perceptual experience of auditory motion

Our results provide an important link between the perceptual experience of auditory motion and responses within hMT+ within early blind individuals. A variety of studies of visual motion in sighted subjects have shown that a wide number of visual areas not thought to be associated with visual motion perception nonetheless contain direction-specific information for unambiguous motion stimuli (Kamitani & Tong, 2006; Serences & Boynton, 2007). However, the reported perceptual state of the observer for ambiguous visual motion stimuli can only be classified based on activity patterns in the human MT complex and possibly V3a (Serences & Boynton, 2007). We show here that hMT+ can classify the perceptual experience for ambiguous auditory motion stimuli in early blind subjects, therefore showing that responses within this area are not only correlated with the physical auditory motion stimulus, but also with the perceptual experience of auditory motion in early blind individuals.

hMT+ seems to replace rather than augment processing within PT

These data provide further support for the suggestion that the multimodal responses of hMT+ in congenitally blind individuals are not driven by connections from the PT (Bedny et al., 2010), since we saw a reduction of the ability to successfully decode auditory motion direction within that area in early blind subjects. Indeed, for our task, hMT+ appears to supplant rather than augment motion selective responses within PT. In the case of area PT, blind subjects showed similarly robust BOLD modulations to 100% auditory motion versus silence as were found in sighted subjects, but this area no longer classified direction of motion successfully, suggesting a loss of auditory directional tuning in this area.

One potential source of these bilateral hMT+ responses might be feedback from parietal or prefrontal areas. A variety of polysensory or supramodal areas that show functional responses to a combination of auditory and visual motion or spatial position have been identified, including (but not restricted to) the inferior parietal lobule (Bushara et al., 1999; Lewald, Staedtgen, Sparing, & Meister, 2011; J. W. Lewis et al., 2000), lateral frontal cortex including the precentral sulcus (J. W. Lewis et al., 2000), and the superior temporal sulcus (Baumgart et al., 1999; Beauchamp, Argall, Bodurka, Duyn, & Martin, 2004; Griffiths, Bench, & Frackowiak, 1994; J. W. Lewis et al., 2000). In particular, in sighted subjects the parietal lobule shows functional responses to both auditory and visual motion/spatial position information (Bushara et al., 1999; Lewald et al., 2011; J. W. Lewis et al., 2000), and correlations between inferior parietal activation and occipital regions are enhanced as a result of blindness (Weeks et al., 2000). Similarly, the lateral prefrontal cortex, which contains polysensory areas in sighted subjects (J. W. Lewis et al., 2000), has previously been shown to have enhanced functional connectivity with hMT+ as a result of early blindness (Bedny et al., 2010).

Summary

These data suggest that the plasticity resulting from early visual deprivation extends to nondeprived (auditory) regions of cortex. One model of developmental specialization is that organization is determined by a competition between modules, whereby computational tasks are more likely to be assigned to those brain regions whose innate characteristics are better suited to that task (Jacobs, 1997; Jacobs & Kosslyn, 1994). Consistent with this model, it has been suggested that many sensory areas may be multisensory at birth and become increasingly unimodal through axonal and dendritic refinements that are at least partially determined by competitive refinements during development (for reviews see Huberman et al., 2008; Innocenti & Price, 2005; Katz & Shatz, 1996; O'Leary, 1992). It has also been suggested that the apparent differences in gray matter thickness as measured using T1 imaging observed in early blind individuals (Anurova, Renier, De Volder, Carlson, & Rauschecker, in press; Bridge, Cowey, Ragge, & Watkins, 2009; Jiang et al., 2009; Park et al., 2009; Voss, Lepore, Gougoux, & Zatorre, 2011) represent differential pruning as a result of lack of visual experience.

This competitive model is also consistent with previous studies in early blind individuals that have suggested that the reorganization of function resulting from loss of sensory input may be modulated by aspects of computational fitness such as similarity to the original computational function of that area—a theory that has been described as “functional constancy” or “metamodal plasticity” in the literature (Amedi et al., 2007; Mahon, Anzellotti, Schwarzbach, Zampini, & Caramazza, 2009; Saenz et al., 2008)—and/or connectivity to other areas such as motor systems (Mahon et al., 2007). Thus our findings provide further support for the idea that the exquisite specialization of hMT+ for motion processing may generalize to the processing of auditory motion, presumably because the
processing of auditory motion shares computational similarities to the processing of visual motion.

Finally, the finding of a reduced capacity for auditory motion direction classification in PT within blind individuals for our task suggests that in the absence of visual motion input hMT+ may actually be capable of usurping some of the functions of non-deprived auditory motion areas. Interestingly, Sadato et al. (1998) have reported a result for Braille reading that is highly analogous—ventral occipital regions, including the primary visual cortex and fusiform gyri bilaterally, were activated in blind Braille readers, but secondary somatosensory areas were less activated by Braille reading in blind individuals than sighted controls.

“You guys can see with your eyes, we see with our ears” (Juan Ruiz, PopTech 2011). This paper provides further evidence that the enhanced auditory motion performance of early blind individuals may be, at least in part, because they “see” auditory motion.
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